
	 Sincere, loving, growth-oriented, moderate, intellectual, romantic, and 
humorous. I am a physician and love to teach and uplift others. I believe 
one should be equally, or more happy with their spouse's company as 
traveling/partying. I stay healthy and fit would expect similar dedication to 
health from my partner. I am 5’11” and slim. All pictures attached are from 
September 2021 to March 2022. 

I was born in Karachi but living in US since 1981. I am still connected 
to Pakistani language and culture but also uphold good American values. 
Parents and grandmother who are very loving live in same city as me. 
Older brother and family also in Orlando.  A younger sister is married in 
Ohio and 2 married cousin-siblings whom I grew up with live in Kansas and 
Georgia. All and their spouses are health care and legal professionals, 
mashallah. I prefer to be considered as “just Muslim” but find congruencies 
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with the Sunni path due to our family background. I am moderate in 
religious views, somewhat practicing, and non-judgmental about others 
prayers, fasting, and beliefs. 

My interests are playing the harmonium and singing, teaching/
mentoring, reading, intellectual talk, weightlifting 3x a week, movies, 
documentaries, hot tea, chocolate, walks, humanitarian ventures (visit 
wewinasone.org for my We Win as One Foundation), NBA basketball 
(Lakers!), and rising early in the morning. I travel in moderation, not 
excessively. I prefer lazy Sundays at home instead of partying/socializing 
every weekend. 

Being divorced for the past 3 years, I have two wonderful and 
respectful boys, age 13 and 17 whom I share 50/50 custody half of every 
week. 

My favorite hobby!

http://wewinasone.org


I am looking for a partner age 35-45 ideally from Pakistan (possibly 
Indian) background who speaks Urdu, has a career, preferably a physician. 
Attractiveness is important and height at least 5’2” is preferred. I prefer a 
moderate outlook in religion and dress. She should not be judgmental. 
“Just Muslim” or Sunni path is acceptable. I do not prefer hijab or too liberal 
in dress or behavior. I need someone who avoids gossip, not into excessive 
luxury, has a sense of humor, does not need to socialize excessively to be 
happy, can carry an intellectual conversation, and has a career path. One 
child of her own (perhaps 2 given right situation) is fine but I am not looking 
to have any more children of my own. She should be located in USA or 
Canada (no inquiries from Pakistan/India please) and be willing and able to 
move to Orlando for marriage in less than 2 years.

For those interested, please WhatsApp full bio with pictures to 
407-529-9142 or email to fabc@rocketmail.com.

Regards and Salaam

My two awesome boys!




